THE MANAGEMENT OF KAURI FORESTS : A
HISTORICAL REVIEW OF GOVERNMENT
POLICY AND A PROPOSAL FOR THE FUTURE

Abstract
The his tor^^ of government and naiioizal attitudes toward
kauri forestry i n New Zealand from the early 19th century t o
the prtsent is examined. The most seviour shortcomings have
been the inability to recognize that kauri management may
have a place in New Zealand forest pruclice, and the s t o p g o
attitude toward research which has held back any real progress.
The Government's "New Kauri Policy" is discussed and suggestions made for its better implementation.
INTRODUCTION
I n the Direct01 of Forests' report of 1960 (A.J.H.R., p 18)
we read: "No national activity in the whole history of New
Zealand has received so much lip service as indigcnous
forestry. . . ."
This paper is a n attempt to review government policy on
kauri management. It begins when kauri was king and supsuplied most of the timber for the infant colony. At that timc
there was so much timber that no one ever thought it would
run out. However, a little over one hundred years ago the
first notes of cautioln were sounde~d,although it tooik fifty years
more before much notice was taken and by then it was almost
too late for the indigenous forests of New Zealand. Even when
the Forest Service was set up in 1919 and commenced a definite
policy of forest protection the attitude toward the indigenous
forest had a curious ambivalence. On one hand, it was thought
that the native forests could not be managed and were thus
not worth considering on economic grounds. On the other
hand, active, albeit sporadic, attempts were being made to
learn holw to manage these forests. This attitude has persisted
and the net result, as far as kauri is concerned, has been a
stop-go policy which has done little to produce a workable system of kauri management. To make such a long-term project
viable it is essential to maintain a steady impetus.

"Forestor, Auckland Regional Authority, Hunua, Papakura, RW 3.
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Because of thc early, wastcful use of indigenous forest and
because for-este~shave been unable to learn huw to manage
these forests, or grow them rapidly, an exotic species, Pinus
radiata, has becomc the country's most important timber tree.
While the dzvelopment of a huge industry, based on P. radiata,
is essential in order to supply the nation's requi~ementsof
wood, it is also essential to define the place of thc indigenous
forests. What part should kauri, which can virtually be regarded as New Zealandl's national tree, play in the forestry
scene? I t is not just a question of econo~n~ics,
for kauri forests
will never be as productive as pine forests. Rather it is on
grounds of specialist timber production, oI historical, traditional, aesthetic and ~ecreationalvalues that thc practice of
kauri forestry should be based.

THE UNCONTROLLED YEARS
When the Eurcpean first s d foot in New Zealand, he generally
regarded the forest as an impediment toward the establishment o~ffarms. Because olf this, productive and valuable forest
was oIten indiscriminately destroyed by land-clearing fires.
To begin with, kauri fared slightly better than ofther species
since it grew on poioser land less likely to be cleared for farming, o r on land owned by sawmillers who were exploiting the
timber. This state of affairs did not continue for long, and
when kauri gum became a much sought after commodity the
forests were often fired by careless diggers burning off areas
of adjacent scrub, and in some cases even the mature Forest,
in order to1 get at the gum (Hutchins, 1919).
The first to query the tremendous forest waste was Ferdinand
von Hochstctter (1867) who deplored the devastation of New
Zealand's forests Using the evidcnce provided by Hochstetter's
book, T. H. Potts moved in the House of Representatives in
1868 (N.Z.P.D. 1668, p. 188) "That it is desirable Government
should take steps to ascertain the present position of the
fo'rests of the Colony with a view to thcir better conservation".
Major I-Ieaphy, V.C., supported the motion and commented on
the universal destruction of kauri saplings and potles when
the forest was logged for larger trees. Speaking against the
motion, Mr Barif did not want any restrictions placcd on the
removal of folres? as this restricted settlement. He was cbviously a proponcnt off thc "settlement at all costs" attitude
which was chiefly responsible for the mismanagement of New
Zealand's forest estate at this time. Mr Stafford drew attention
to the problem ot olbtaining support from the Provincial Governments an any moves to restrict forest exploitation. The
Provinces had a vested interest in removing the forests quickly
in ordeli- to build up their populations, and most important
of all they controlled the "wastclands of the Crown" which
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included the fodrests. This was to prove a major stumbling
block when the Permier, Sir Julius Vogel, introlduced the
1874 Foire~stsAct.
That the P ~ ~ v i n c i aGovernments
l
were not interested in
lorcstry can be seen by perusing the Auckland Provincial records (J.A.P.C.) between 1850 and 1875. Despite the fact that
the prosperity o ~ the
i Province at this time dependcd to1 a veTy
large dcgree on kauri timber and kauri gum, thesc products
are seldom mentioncd in the olfficial record.
Fo~llowingthe 1868 debate several attempts were made to
improve the control of the nation's forests (Coughlan, 1964)
but all appcarcd to founder on Provincial intransigence. Vogel
was the virtual ruler of New Zealand for a dlecade* (Burdon,
1948) but it was only as Premier in 1874 that he was successful in establishing a Fovests Act. Captain Inches CampbellWalker, of the Indian Army, was appolinted the first Conservator of Forests and with the help of Thomas Kirk he travelleld
the country colllecting background data (Brolwn and McKinnon, 1966). His rcport was presented to Parliament in 1877
recommending for kauri that "the Government should buy
tracts of poorer land olff which the1 large kauri had been
worked in wder to conserve the young growth for future supplies of this valuable timber" (Campbell-Walker, 1877). Captain Campbell-Walker also realdl two scientific adresses while
in New Zcaland. I n one of these (1876) he commented on the
popular error that New Zealand forests could no4 be reproduce~dnaturslly; fotrestcrs in other countries, faced with similar situations, had managed to obtain natural regeneration
through a shelter wood or a selectioln system of cutting and
the same result could be oibtained in New Zealand forests.
Kauri was onc of the species that hc colnsidere~dcould be
managed on a sustained yield basis.
The first Fo're~stsAct did not last long. Owing to provincial
agitation and Vogel's absence from the country, the House
passed a repeal bill in 1876. Although it failed to pass in the
Upper House, thc Government got around this set-back by
omitting to vote any money for forestry purposes and the Act
more o r less lapsed.
Some pcople continued to emphasize the need for proper
forest mandgement, among them Tholmas Kirk and a retireid
French forestcr, A. Lecoy, but the Government showed little
interest in reviving the Act until Vogel's return from England
in 1884. In June 1884 thc seco~ndForests Act passed through
parliament, and a Forestry Branch olf the Crown Lands Department was Set up with Tholmas Kirk as Chief Conservator.
*He was Premier only from May 1873 to May 1875 and February to June
1876.
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Kirk could clearly see the end of kauri timber supplies and in
order to help conserve these advocated an export duty on bulk
timber. His main effort was the planning of a nursery and
school of forestry at Whangarei. The school never starteid but
the nursery did. One of the species grown was kauri but there
is no record of it or where these trees wcre planted. In 1887,
in the midst of a recession, the Stout-Vogel Government was
defeatcd and in the subsequent retrenchment the infant
Forestry Branch was dispen~sedwith. Kirk, like his predecessor
Campbell-Walker, was paid off and spent the rest of his life
in reduced circumstances (Brown, 1968).
Over the llext ten years thc destruction of the kauri forests
went on at an increasing pace. Despitc the fact that Kirk had
persuaded the Government to retain the services of a ranger
at Puhipuhi this great lorest was almost all destroyeld by fire
in 1887, reputedly by gum diggers wanting to bare the ground
(Hutchinjs, 1919). Also during this pcriod it was Government
policy to dispose of isolated areas of forest for settlement
(A.J.H.R. C1, 1891, p. 4); otherwise they were invariably burnt
when a~dijacentland was being clcared. This was especially so
with the relatively inflammable kauri. By 1893, it was estimated that ther,: was only half a million acres of kauri forest
remaining, but the fires continued and this despite the appointment of three Lands Department rangers in the north.
In 1894 (A.J.H.R. C1, p. v) further kauri was burnt at Puhipuhi and also) at Tairua. Opinion at this time was "that the
only thing to do with kauri was to cut i t dolwn and sell it before it gets burnt" (A.J.H.R. C1, 1894, p. v). The lollowing year
21.7 million board feet of fire-damaged kauri at Tairua was
sold, but the burnt Forest at Puhipuhi had to await the advent
of rail in 1895 bclore it was salvaged. The area was then sown
with grass (A.J.H.R. C1, 1896, p. vi).
THE BEGINNING O F REFORM
In 1891 there occurred an evcnt which probably resulted in
the salvation oP New Zealand; and this included thc remainder
of her forests. Alter more than twenty ycars of muddled governmcnt during which the country had twelve Premiers an~d
scventecn separatc govcrnrnents, the Liberals, under Ballance
and Seddon, took office and were to hold power for the next
twenty ycars.
In 1896 the Government called a Timber Colnference at
which Seddon spoke out against the practice of backblock
settlers destroying good timber in their efforts to clcar the
land. "I woald sooncr help thc settler get out the logs to ensure that they would1 be put on the market and used rather
than have a slur cast upon the colony by the indiscriminatc
felling anld burning 01 our valuable native timber folr which
future generations will blame us" (Simpson, 1973). Another
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person who spoke was G. S. Perrin, Conservator of Forests,
Victoria. Bccausc of the great deal oC conflicting advice and
evidence ansing from the conference, the Government subsequently asked Pcrrin to advise them on the forestry question.
Perrin's report was vcry critical of the situation in the kauri
Corests. In urging the revival of the work done by Kirk he
criticized government policy for allowing the rapid and indiscriminate denudation oC the kauri forests and the species'
probable ex~inction.He strongly criticized the apparent inability of the Government to control the activities of the gum
digger, credited with being the major cause of the destructive
fires occurring in Northland. Also to blame for fires was government policy in permitting settlement and land clearing
fires so far in advance of the saw-mill (Perrin, 1897).
One result of the 1896 conference was the increased pace
of reservation of forest land, and the Government's realization
that the indigenous timber supplies of the country must inevitably run out. This led in 1896 to the establishment o'f a
Forestry Section within the Lands and Survey Department
under the able leadership of the Chief Forester, H. J. Matthews.
This group established an excellent base for New Zealand's
exotic forest industry but had little to do with the native
forests. The section did attempt to1 grow some indigenous
species for forestry planting, notably totara and puriri, but
these failed. K m r i does noit even appear to1 have been tried
and no reason was given for this.
There were various eslimates made at this time as to the
volume of kauri timber still remaining. In 1901, the figure was
put at 1250 million super feet which at the current cutting
rate would last until 1919 (A.J.H.R. C1, 1901, p. ix). In 1902
another estimate was made at 2 709 million board feet, which
would last until 1925 (A.J.H.R. CI, 1902, p. ix). Then in 1904
morc figures were produced and these came to 1 112 million
super feet (A.J.H.R. C1, p. xx). This last estimate was reasonably accurate taking into account the quantities cut since
then, plus the volume standing tolday, less the estimated annual
incramcnt of the older stands.
As early as 1888 (A.J.H.R. C2, p. 4), it was noted that kauri
was regenerating vigorously. At this time, however, cattle,
fire and the rolling of big lolgs during logging operations were
against the survival of the young plants. In 1905 (A.J.H.R. C1,
p. 74), Matthew> drew Government's attention to the large
quantities olf regeneration in the Waitakere ranges, at Whangarei and at Puhipuhi. He proposed to select recent kauri
cutover areas and fence them to prevent the entry of stock.
Although the scheme was approved it does not seem to have
been proceeded with and was not reported on subsequently.
I n 1908 (A.J.H.R Cl-B, p. 12) Maithews considcrcd that most
indigenous trees, with the apparent exception of totara, grew
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too slowly to be a commercial proposition. I t is difficult to
know homwhe arriveld at this conclusion since no attempts had
been made to grow kauri and no measurements of growth had
becn made on naturally grown trees. Even totara fell froin
grace in 1909 (A.J.H.R. C1-B, p. 28) and no further plantings
were made.
In 1911 ICcnslngton produced a comprehensive report oa
State afforestation in New Zealand. Various reasons were
given as to why indigenous species should1 not be grown. About
kauri it was said that "it takes 600-3000 years to gro'w to full
size, is very inflammable and its growth and preservation is a
matter of considerable difficulty". It was also conceded that,
"there is no pine in the world superior for all round use".
General reasons for not growing natives were:
(1) Their lo'ng growth periold.

( 2 ) Their surface-roloting habit and thus proneness to wind
damage.
(3) The requirement of their seedlings for shade.

( 4 ) The faci that exoltics reach maturity in onc-quarter to onetenth oC the time.
The report concluded that "it is out of the questioln to renew indigenous forests for future commercial purposes, except to a very limited extent and all that can be done is to
conserve the remaining supply and make it last as long as
possible". The above statement, made with little if any scientific support, has coloured the attitudes of foresters ever
since.
The 1913 Royal Commission on Forestry (A.J.H.R. C12) took
the same attitude toward indigenous trees and one of the opening statements was: "without exception the (indigenous)
timber trees are of much slower growth than those used in
forestry operations the world over and are therelore unsuited
to forestry purposes". This statement is probably true relative
to Pinus ~ a d i a l abut may not bc correct in relation to some
other introduced timber species. Furthermore, it was made
at a time when no accurate information was available on the
growth rate of any indigenous species*

*Later in 1913, T. F. Cheeseman published evidence which suggested that
kauri had a mean growth rate of 0.5 cm diameter annually (10 rings per
inch of radius). Subsequent checking reveals that Cheeseinan made an
error in calculating this figure and that 0.6 cm diameter per annum was
more correct. Hc discovered naturally-established trecs which grcw as
fast as 0.7 cm diameter per annum, while onc culiivated tree that he
measwed was increasing its diameter by 1.0 cm each year.
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The 1913 Commission's main achievement was to highlight
thc need for increased exotic planting in olrder to supplement
the fast dwindling indigenous resource. Delegatcs' attitudes
to indigenous fcrests were extremely ambivalent. Although
Cockayne ( 1908) had earlier advocated that Waipoua be
creatcd a National Park in ordcr to preserve the last large area
of mature k a ~ ~ rmost
i,
speakers before the Coin,mission, including James Trounson, wantcd Waipoua felled and converted
to farms. Only Alexander McCozll, an Auckland timber merchant advocated the retention of Waipoua and its management
on a sustained-yield basis, an idea expertly advocated a few
years later by Hutchins (1919).

THE STATE FOREST SERVICE
Although ihc Commission of 1913 was meant to foreshadow
the beginning of a separate Forestry Departmcnt, the 1914-18
war intervened and nothing further was d~oneuntil 1919 when
the State Forest Service was set up with Sir Francis Dillon
Bell as Commissioner. Until the arrival in 1920 of the first
Director of Forests, L. Macintosh Ellis, the Secretary of the
new Dtpartment, E. Phillips Turner, acted as Head of Department. In 1919 (A.J.H.R., p. 7 ) he commented on the growth
rate of native trtes, saying that Cheeseman was the only one
to have wolrked in this field and then only with kauri. Turner
thought that "it could be relasonably assumed that the rate of
groiwth of ;dl indigenous trees . . . can be accelerated by the
application of silvicultural treatment". He appointed a research offier to the staff who was to inve5tigate growth rates
of indigenolus species (A.J.H.R. 1920, p. 5).
In 1918 Hutchlns reported on the demarcation of Waipoua
forest and this was rapidlly followed by his bolok Kauri Forests
and Forests of f h e North. A forester of long experience,
Hutcbins was convinced that the remaining kauri forests could
be proffitablymanaged on a sustained yield basis. I t is interesting to note that this boolk later became thc "bible" of one of
the few practicai kauri foresters this country has even known,
Rudollf Hohneck.
On his arrival in 1920, Ellis' first task was to produce a
forest policy (Ellis, 1920). Section 8 of this statc~sthe necessity
for: "The acquisition and dedication to forest management of
further indigenous folrest areas, sufficient to justify a sustained
yield management that will satisfy the timber neeldls of the
country". The basis for proper management of the indigenous
forests was thus set. Whether it could, or wo~uld,be put into
practice was another matter. However, the Forest Service
began well in this field by appointing people to undertake the
necessary research. One of these was a young graduate of
Auckland University, W. R. McGregolr, M.Sc., who was retained "to study the life history of the kauri and the ecology
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of the northern forests" (A.J.H.R. 1921, p. 9). His early findings
indicated the need of kauri to regenerate under shelterwoo'd,
and shotwed that successful regeneration depended upon residual forest being protected from animals and fire. Reports
01 McGregor's progress appeared each year until 1925 (A.J.H.R.
1922, p. 9; 1923, p. 13; 1924, p. 11; 1925, p. 19). He had a wide
range olf experimental work selt up and was collecting info'rmation on the light requirements of kauri as well as its growth
rate. I t was his opinion that kauri wo~ulldincrease its rate of
growth under management and he considered that a diameter
of 70 cm could be obtained in 135 to 150 years. He was working
under a considerable handicap, as evidenced by several references in the reports to the sho'rtage off money and assistance.
Unfortunately, his final report, supposed to have been received
in 1925, was never publisheldl and no1 further reference to McGregor appears in any subsequent rleports.
I t is a great pity that his findings werc not published since
he had obviously accumulated some useful data but no doubt
much of his knowledge was subsequently used in the successful attempt to have Waipoua forest createld a sanctuary (McGregor, 1943).
In 1926, Ellis reported (A.J.H.R. p. 2) that the kauri forests
were tot be protected against fire and trespass, that ripe lumber
crops were to be marketed, and that silvicultural systems
were to be applied to achieve continuous prolduction. Also at
this time experiments were commenced to see if kauri could
be tapped [or resm without harming the tree. Hutchins (1919)
considered that this could be done if care was exercised. However, presumably the trials were noit successful for, although
no repolrt was published, the bleeding of kauri on Crown lan&
was banned at this time.
In 1928 the British Empire Forestry Conference was held
in New Zealand anid the third resolution of this meeting urged
the "necessity for extending silvicultural research [into indigenous species1 to the utrnolst extent possible" (A.J.H.R.
1929, p. 15). The resolution also stated that when this research
had been completed a decision should be made as to1 the extent of perpetuation of indigenous species o r their partial replacement by faster growing exotics. As a result of this resolution, the Forcst Service decided to1 "stabilize and accelerate
this important scction of forestry work", namely, indigenous
research. One of the ways in which this was to be dlone was
by the setting up of a research station at Waipoua (A.J.H.R.
1930, p 2). The station had two aims: to study the condition olf
the natural Foresl, and to see how this could be improved by
the employment of scientific management. During the next two
years much w2s done on the first plart oS the project, and one
significant I'act to emerge was the quantity of dead and dying
kauri contained in the Solrest (A.J.H.R. 1932, p. 8).
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1933 was 1887 all over again. The recession oi the pcriod
brought rctrenchment and many Forest Service activities were
curtailed, among them kauri research at Waipoua. The Department remained optimistic, however, and obviously intended to
continue with kauri managelment as evidenced from the Director's report of 1934 (A.J.H.R. p. 2). "The conversion of the
80% of virgin fcrests that are overmature into healthy growing stands . . . producing timbcr . . . will necessitate silvicultural management over a long period, probably 150 years. . . .
Experience in countries where forestry has been practised over
a period of several centuries indicates that cxotic species have
definite limitations and for this reason the national policy
must envisage rhe management of indigenous forests for the
maximum . . . production oP timber. . . . Kauri forests are to
be manageld to encourage the growth of mature trees and to
secure the re-establishmcnt of young growth. By not other
means can kauri be preserved to posterity. If further neglecteid
the ovcr mature trees will continue to decay and die . . . until
ultimately kauri will be replaced by a climax succession of
. . . broadleaved species. . . . Therefore . . . it is the intention
of the Forcst Service to bring the whole of the national kauri
forests under management plans which will ensure their perpetuation".
MANAGEMENT PLANS FOR KAURI FORESTS
I n 1935 (A.J.H.R. p. 3) thc Government approved plans for
the regulation of the amount olf kauri cut. Over the next few
years progress was made toward getting the kauri working
plan prepared anid it was finally put into operation in 1941
for a periold of five years. This was the first plan to set down
guide-lines for the management olf any indigenous forest
(Thomson, 1952). I t was basically a "regulatio~n of the cut"
plan and although it contained proposals for the grolwing and
planting of kauri seedlings to supplement natural regeneration very little was subsequently done in that field. Solme releasing of kauri regeneration was carried out in 1942 (A.J.H.R.
p. 5) but this work was very largely held up by the war. The war
caused other problems, too, since the prescribed cut in the
working plan had to be exceeded in order to supply wartime
boat-building requirements. However, the control exercised by
the plan did effectively reduce the amount of kauri cut.
1917-41: 33.7 million board feet
1942-46: 15.2 millioln board feet
1947-51: 7.5 million bolard feet
In the 'Director's report of 1938 (A.J.H.R. p. 4) the statement
was made that "forests carrying good stockings of . . . immature timber should not be logged except under strict silvi-
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cultural control. T h u s c~oaservationshould b e t h c keynote o f
indigenous forest pollicy allid1 m u s t b e considered a vital factor
in t h e early d e ~ ~ e l o p m e notl silvlcultural techniquc". I f this
policy had b e e n strictly enforced i t would have modified m u c h
o f t h e later criticism m a d e o f Forest Scrvice activities i n indigenous forests.
B y 1939 agitaiioin f o r t h e preservation o f mature kauri
forests w a s gaining m o m e n t u m and t h c Director pointed o u t
(A.J.H.R. 1939, p. 3 ) that t h e locking u p o f large areas o f
k a u r i forest w a s against t h e Department's policy w h i c h w a s
multiple-use management. Owing t o t h e interventioln o f t h e
w a r notthing c a m e o f these early protests b u t t h e y w e r e t o
gain m u c h molrc force a decade later.
I n 1945 (A.J.H.R. p. 6 ) t h e Director's report noted that kauri
w a s n o t regenerating v e r y well i n stands recently c u t over.
W a i p o u a nursery had b e e n established i n 1943 and i t w a s decided t o u s e plants f r o m there t o supplement regeneration.
U n f o r t u n a t e l y , m a n y o f thetsle did nolt survive owing t o t h e exceptional dryness o f t h e n e x t t w o s u m m e r s . T h e releasing olf
regeneration began again i n 1946 w h e n w o r k started i n Great
Barrier forest. B u t t h e major investigational e f f o r t olf t h e imm e d i a t e post-war era w a s t h e National Forest Survey, t h e
m a i n a i m o f w h i c h w a s t o discover h o w m u c h indigenous
timber w a s l e f t in New Zealand.
B y 1952 i t w a s clear enough; instead o f t h e 32 000 million
board f e e t believed present there w a s only 6 000 million board
feet (A.J.H.R. 1952, p. 8 ) . T w o results of this discovery w e r e
t h a t it speelded t h e acceptance o f exotic t i m b e r f o r a n increased range of uses, particularly housc building, and i t
emphasized t h e need f o r increased research i n t o indigenous
folrest problems.
CONSERVATION V E R S U S MANAGEMENT

L

Another force w a s bccoming active i n t h e c o m m u n i t y again.
W h i l e t h e Director oC Forests w a s reporting (A.J.H.R. 1947, p.
10) o n t h e definite silvicultural possibilities f o r kauri, and that
large areas oL' forest were l o be1 acquired t o ensure further supplies, there w a s a n upsurge o f interest i n t h e conservatioln
o f kauri. T h i s m o v e m e n t focused itself o n Waipoua, w h e r e
h a l f o f t h e remaining mature1 kauri grew, w i t h t h e a i m o f
having t h e forest set aside as a National Park. T h e leader o f
t h e campaign w a s W . R. McGregor w h o i n t h e 1920s had spent
five years studying t h e forest o n behalr o f t h e Forest Service.
I n 1952 a 9 100 hectare block o f foirest w a s declared a
sanctuary, b u t n o t b e f o r e a bitter fight w a s fought with considerable scrirnony o n b o l h sides. Forest Service silvicultural
metholds were described as " a horrible process o f forest destruction w h i c h is sickening i n i t s detail, sordid i n its deliberateness - its cold blooded naive ruthlessness - and ap-
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palling in d s completeness, in its devastating finality" (McGregor, 1948). The Forest Service retaliated by commenting
on "the fantastically wasteful attitude of locking up 40 000
acres in a tre- cemetery" (A.J.H.R. 1948, p. 22). Consliderable
emotion and not a great deal of logical thought was being
generated. Whether the decision to lock the forest up as a
sanctuary was the correct one will not be known for many
years but a t the time people could not have been certain that
the Forest Service's proposals for scientific management would
work either. These proposals sounded plausible on paper and
did have a reasonable amount of research behind them, but
the fact remains that they had never been trieid~out, even as
large-scale trials. The formation of the sanctuary was a major
setback for foilesters because it removed so much mature
kauri from potential management. The sustained yield management oi the mature stands now becamc questionable since
there would probably be an insufficient volume of legallyaccessible timber left in Ihe country to carry this out effectively.
One of the supporters of the Forest Service during the
Waipoua controversy was Rudolf Holhneck who owned 360
hectares of regenerating kauri in South Auckland and was in
fact managing this kauri fo'rest to make a living. He published
a series of letters and articles on kauri management in the
Auckland newspapers between 1944 and 1948 and these later
appeared in pamphlet form (Hohneck, 1948). Hohneck's ideas
of management were further ahead than those oL pro~fessioaal
foresters and it is a great pity that his voice was nolt given
greater heed during the argument over Waipoua - he certainly appeared to talk more sense than either of the pro.
tagonists. Describing himsell as a "forest farmer" he supported himself 013 his block by the removal of timber, fencing
material and firewood in an orderly and scientific faslhion. His
"bible" was Hutchins N e w Zealancl Forestuy anjd he attempteid
t o practice Hutchins' ideas olf management in his folrest. From
a practical standpoint he succeeded and it is a great pity that,
apart from his letters to the newspapers, he published no other
information ojn his work.
The reason that management of kauri was not given more
emphasis was probably because of the species' slow rate of
growth under natural conditions. Under the heading "The Fantasy of growing Indigenous Timbers Economically" the Director of Forests described as incorrect the idea that inidiigenous
trees can be grown as fast as many exojtics. Folr instance, in
1951 P. radiata could be grown for 15c per 100 board feet,
while rimu cost $60. Both of these figures were calculated at
3% interest rates (A.J.H.R. 1951, p. 6).
The main emphasis of the Forest Service over the years had
been to reduce the explotitation of the indigenous forests by
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carefully regulating the cut and progressively making more
exotic woosd available. In 1951 (A.J.H.R. p. 5 ) the Director
reported that the Department had "saved" 150 000 acres of the
best indigenous forest frocm milling. In fact this policy was
only postponing the day when the indigenous timbers must
run out.
SOME SERIOUS RESEARCH
Despite slow growth the Forest Service appeared to become
more interested in indigenous forestry during the 1950s and
the simple management procedure of reducing the cut was
to be eventually superseded by more sophisticated management metholds. There were probably three reasons for this.
First, the Forest Service became aware during the Waipoua
controversy olf just how little it did know about indigenous
forest management. Secondly, the Sirex epidemic in the early
1950s drew1 attention to1 the vulnerability of the1 country's
exotic forests. Finally, the success the Australians were having
in Queensland with the domestication of hoop pine and
Queensland ksuri stimulated the New Zealand Forest Service
to try again.
The Director of Forests, A. R. Entrican (A.J.H.R. 1955, p. 9),
in a complete rcversal fro)m his 1951 position, was most enthusiastic about kauri management and wrote in his annual
u e p r t : "It is now appreciated that many of the earlier views
of diepartmental officers on indigenous silviculture have been
the result of poor interpretation and spwulation and not adequately co~nfirmedby long experiment. . . . For thirty years
the Queensland Forest Service has persevered . . . with the
domestication of . . . hoop pine and kauri. . . . In virgin stands
most of the trees olf these species are of the same slow order
of growth as our otwn kauri. The theolries held by most New
Zealand folresters about our indigenous softwoods were likewise clolmmon in Queensland 30 years ago. . . . From modest
beginnings various techniques have been evolved in Queensland
by which kauri plantations now prolduce as much wood annually as many of the slower growing exotics in New Zealand.
The silviculture and regeneration olf indigenous species has
in the past been looked on pessimiistically. . . . This pessimism
has r a t e d main!y on two generalizations: the rapid growth of
radiata pine outshone the merits of the tardier indigenous
species, and there was no [information] about indigenous
species through which . . . [their] silviculture could be understolod . . . [N.Z.] foresters became used to thinking in terms of
rotations of 30-40 years and the fact that foresters in the
Northern Hemisphere . . . think in te~rmsof a rotation of a
century or more for major specics, tends to be forgotten. . . .
The results achieved [in Queenslandl suggest that more attention should be given to the artificial establishment of kauri . . .
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the long term naturc of the work is fully realised". The above
report was written arter a visit to Queensland and as a result
of it Entrican dccideld to assign seven professional officers to
indigenous forest research. "Some of the best brains in the
Department will devote much of their time to coping with thc
abstruse problems (of indigenous forest research)" (A.J.H.R.
1956, p. 9).
Despite early enthusiasm there were many proble~misto be
overcome. Chief among these appeared to' be the attitudes of
Forest Service staff, in particular (A.J.H.R. 1960, p. 19) that
relating to the relative ease of raising exotic tree crops [which]
. . . has prejudiced government, professional and lay interests
against the placticability of indigenoius forest management. . . .
Our agricultural pursuits are necessarily based on exoitics . . .
so in tree crop management foresters have undoubtedly been
influenced by the national prsdilection tojwards exotics and its
concomitant fatalism towards indigenous species. . . . The
main evidence against native species is poor regeneration and
slow growth. . . . The one common objection to this evidence
is that hardly allyone has attempted to scientifically test these
conditions. . . Supposedly this is why overseas professional
visitors have almost invariably described the Fojrest Service
attituldie toward5 indigenolus forestry as one of defeatism".
Much valuable work was being done in kauri research at
this time and the officers concerned "were explo~dingone myth
of philosophical speculation after anofther" (A.J.H.R. 1960,
p. 20). At Waipoua, Morrisoln (1950, 1955) was experimenting
with methods of raising kauri seedlings in the nursery and
then planting them out. He was just beginning to break
through in this field when the operation was curtailed in
1960. If his work had bcen allowed to continue into1 the era
of plastic plant containers, a great deal more would have been
achieved, as it has since been proven that kauri seedlings can
be prodbced cheaply and effectively by thcse methods (Barton,
1974).
Working on Great Barrier and later at Russell, Lloyd was
making considerable progress in the management of naturally
regenerating stands (1960, 1963). He had demonstrated the
validity of releasing ka~urifrom its lcanuka nurse and the
thinning of oversiocked pole stands in order to increase growth
rates. In 1960 his efforts, tolo, were largely curtaineld just as
he was getting close to setting down definite management
proceldiures for regenerating kauri stands. Fortunately he was
able to maintain surve~illanceof most of his work and when
he returned to full-time kaurli research in 1973 easily picked
up the threads again.
By 1960 the work of Molrrison and Lloyd, along with contributions made by the Folrest Research Institute staff, Guthrie
working in the Coromandel forests; and earlier efforts by men
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like A. D. McKinnon ( 1937, 1940, 1945, 1946) had prolceeded to
a stage when a few more years of research would have solved
moist of the serious problams confronting the successful management of kauri forests.
RESEARCH STOPS AGAIN
In the early 1960s work a n kauri research was again stopped. This time there was no ~dlepressio~n
to blame and the
reasons are much more obscure. As there are no references
to it in either the Directolr General's annual reports (A.J.H.R.
1960-65) o r Parliamentary debates (1960-65) it can be assumed
that it was not a government directive. There were prombably
three reasons. First, it may have appeareld to Forest Service
administratolrs that there had been no1 dramatic breakthrough
and that re~searchefforts, especially in the field of artificial
establishment, were not producing the quick results that
Entrican obviously hoped for after his Queensland experience
of 1955. Secoacily, there was a realizatioln at this time that,
no matter what was done, kauri timber from regenerating or
plantation stands would nolt be ready folr use befofre supplies
olf mature timber ran out. Thirdly, and molst importantly, the
Forest Selrvice had begun to realize that during the period
1980-1990 there would be a severe woad sholrtage unless some
quick action was taken to increase the exotic forest estate
(A.J.H.R. 1959, p. 40). The annual area planted by the State
more than trebled between 1960 and 1965 and this undoubtedly
drained away from inldligenous forests the small amount of
money and manpower that was being employed in that field.
CONSERVATION, ECOLOGY, ENVIRONMENT
Pressure frolm conservation groups was to give the impetus
to further research. I n the mid 1960s words like "conservation", "ecology" and "environment" were becoming fashionable, and in the forestry field there was an upsurge of feeling
over the logging of mature kauri. The consewationis~ts'first
victory came when the Manaia sanctuary near Co~ro~mandel
was proclaimed in 1971, and their efforts culminated in the
stopping of logging in Warawara forest in 1973. Other small
sanctuaries have also been set aside.
I n 1973 (A.J.H.R. p. 17) the Government announceid its new
kauri policy. The policy (Bartoln, 1974) is very similar to that
previously followed but with a subtle change from timber
management to management for species perpetuation, public
Planting is to be recomenjoyment and timber pro~ductio~n.
menced on selected sites, and further areas off kauri regeneration acquired. Kauri research has begun again and foresters
are now wolrking full time on the wo'rk they were taken off
saxe ten years earlier.
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The logging of mature kauri has now almost ceased and
an era has come to an end. Hope for the future management
of kauri lies in the regenerating stands and perhaps plantationgrown kauris. Future emphasis must be in these fields.
DISCUSSION
This paper began with a comment mardk in 1960 (A.J.H.R.
p. IS), "No national activity in the whole history of New Zealand has received so much Iip service as indigenolus fo~~estry".
This statement is well supported by the evidence of the years
and is still true today.
One factolr which emerges from a study of government activities in the indigenous forestry field is that people have been
very prone to make speculative statements which may have
little basis in fact. Over the years this type olf statement has
built up and reinforced the prevailing attitude that not only
is indigenous forest management uneconomic but it is also
virtually impossible. That this could be correct is nolt the
point! The point is that recurring statements, baseldl on nzinima2 empirical ez-%fence,have tended to condition foresters into
thinking that iridigenolus forest management is not worth
considering, md it is now difficult to1 generate enthusiasm to
overcolme the accumulated prejudice of one hundred years.
The reason there is insufficient evidence tot support policy
statements on kauri management is that insufficient research
has been done. During the first decad(e of the Forestry Department kauri studies evo~keda great deal of interest. Then in
1932 the Reselarch Station at Waipoua was cloised and apart
from a reasonably successful attempt to regulate the cut o~f
kauri little more research was done for twenty years. The early
1950s saw a real attempt to solve some of the problems, but
just as the people concerned were getting their teeth into the
bone of kauri management the Forest Service toolk the bone
and quietly buried it. By 1961, virtually all kauri research had
ceased again and activities were not revived for ten years
when work recommenced, mainly in the field of regeneration
management. Successive Director's of Folrestry have admitted
that research into the problems of kauri management is a
long-term one (e.g., A.J.H.R. 1955, p. 21) and yet they have not
been able t o persuade governments to maintain the impetus of
research. I t seems that politicians and governments, who
usualy have fairly short lives, cannoit comprehend the very
long-term nature of indigenous folrest management. For example, in times of financial difficulty, it may be necessary to
prune expenditure, but if this is allowed to affect lolng-term
research projects much of the work partially completed is
lost and needs to be begun again when research is resumed.
To give the Forelst Service its due, it has never wavereld
from one central principle, that the management of mature
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kauri folrests is essential to their survival. Based on existing
evidence this principle appears to be ecologically sound: kauri
forests probably do not perpetuate thelmselves, for very little
regeneration is ever found beneath mature forests. Unfortunately, we have no1 evidence to proive that management with
some form of selective logging system will ensure their perpetuation. If research into this problem had been begun in
1919 and had kept gomg, answers would by now be appearing;
foresters would have definite management principles tot work
to and it is less likely that the Forest Service would be fighting
a rearguard action with conservation groups.
The majolr reason advanced for not practising kauri management on a larger scale is that it is not an economic proposition! There is no doubt that, based on any level of compound
interest, a n investor is going to prcfer P. radiuta to kauri.
But the problem is not that simple and Government has an
obligatioln to1 study other aspects of the question. I n 1940
(A.J.H.R. p. 11) a brief cornment was made on this aspect
when the Director of Forests prsposcd that, i ~ s t e a dof devoting the income from kauri royalties to establishing exotic
forests elsewhere, the Government should return a much
higher proportion to the forest from which it originated, in
order to1 improve management there. As far as kauri was concerneld this touched the nub olf the problem. A large part of
the initial prosperity of the Auckland Province was based on
kauri and inany of our early exotic forests were no doubt
established, in part, on the proceeds of kauri timber sales.
For instance, in the five years following the establishment 01
the Forest Service in 1919, sales of kauri timber realized approximately $350 000, about 10% oif the total receipts from
timber sales. On the available evidence it seems that little of
this found its way back into kauri management.
A PROPOSAL FOR THE FUTURE
Following thc 1940 proposal it is noit unreasonable to argue
that a small part of the profits from pine forestry should now
be ploughed back into) kauri management. This may not be a
good financial investment but other factors, such as history,
tradition and aesthetic values, should also be taken into account. If the French, noit usually sentimental over financial
matters, arc prcpareid to gro~w oak on a 240-year roitation
(Evans, 1973), then surely New Zealanders can consider a
similar proposition for kauri.
If kauri is to be perpetuated and managed for reasons additional to pure economic gain, then all aspelcts should be clearly
spelt out in the Government's "New Kauri Policy". At present
this document consists very largely of general pronouncements, and to be effective it needs to be more specific,
especially in the following fields:
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By a clear definition of those areas which are to be set
aside as sanctuaries, and those which are to be manageld.
By initiating legislation prohibiting the felling of privatelyowned regenerating kauri, until the Forest Service has
been offered the land and trees fur purchase.
By making a definite and continuing financial commitment to ihe acquisition of kauri regeneration in private
hands and to financing research and management proljects.

( 4 ) By identifying and describing research fields and providing for thcir co-ordination both within and withoiut the
Folrest Service.
I

I

I
I

(5) By stepping up research into artificial establishment pro.
cedures and making available suitable areas of land fosr
the artificial establishment of kauri. At the same time the
potential of other species of Agathis and Araucaria should
be cvahmted.

(6) By specifyillg the amount olf the allolwable annual cut.
(7) By fo~rmulatinga preliminary managelment procedure and
testing it in management4zed trials.
Kauri is an important tree to1 New Zedande~rs,not only for
its superb timber but also because of its historical and traditio~nalvalues. It needs to be proitecteld or managed so as to
satiscy the varying desires of the people of this country. Money
spent will nolt be a goold investment by normal economic
standards, but if the value of people's wellbeing is taken into
account then the investment becomes well worth while.
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Footnote: Annual reports to Parliament which deal all or in part with
forestry matters were written prior to 1919 by the Secretary or
Under-secretary of Crown Lands. In 1919 and 1920 the report
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1921 they were written by the Director of Forests and from
1960 by the Director-General of Forests. All of these reports
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